
10. Passing and Moving
Dat e:
 

Venue:
Playing Fie ld

Durat io n: No  o f  Players: Abilit y / Level:
Beginner

Sessio n Go als:
In this final session we work on passing and moving,
increasing the pressure and putting everything your
players have learned over the past few weeks into
practice.

Perso nal Co aching Go als:

Equipment :
Balls, Bibs, Cones and Skipping Ropes

Set Up

Layout 10
Notes

Clear the cones before the 2 v 2 (practice
6)

 

Time at training is
precious!
To ensure your
players are working
hard throughout set
up the cones for this
session before your
players arrive to
training.
Diagram shows a
suggested pitch set-
up for this session.
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Warm Up

Skipping
Coaching Tips

Skipping 1:
You can challenge players to rotate the
rope twice for every individual jump.
Skipping 2:
Make this into a relay race with two
different groups of players. Which team will
be quickest?

 

Skipping 1:
Players skip on the
spot whilst their
partner jogs on the
spot beside them.
When the skipping
players makes a
mistake (or after a
minute) players swap
over.
Skipping 2:
Players skip across the area, running across and then skip
backwards, hoppng on alternate feet.

Moving Passing

Gate Passing
Coaching Tips

Players should be looking at the target
each time whilst they are completing the
pass, this will help the accuracy.
Use the cross-over step when on the move.

 

Players work with 1
ball between 2.
Players have to pass
the ball to each other
through a gate. Using
a different gate each
time.
The whole group
should be working at
the same time so
players should keep
their heads up, looking where they're running to avoid
colisions.

Dribble then Gate Pass
Notes

Look for accurate passing and confident
dribbling.

 

The white Player 1
dribbles with the ball
to the blue cone
before passing the
ball through the red
gates.
Red player 1 receives
the ball once it has
gone through the gate
and then repeats the
practice in the
opposite direction.
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Passing Decision Making

Dribble Pass and Move
Coaching Tips

It is
very

important to try and keep moving forward
while receiving the ball (feet pointing
forward).
Left elbow high and out. Twist upper body
Basic grip. Scan, attack the ball.
Keep your stick low to ground and let the
stick 'give' a little on contact.
The contact should be just outside right
foot. Angle the stick to control the ball. It is
important that the feet of the player keep
pointing forward.

 

Split your group in
two.
Player 1 dribbles up to
the cone before
passing the ball
across to player 2.
Players have to make
sure that they give a
pass in each box.
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Commit Then Pass
Coaching Tips

Having now made the pass the player
without the ball becomes the support
player.
The attackers are more likely to succeed at
a basic level if they keep well apart making
it difficult for the defender. Other methods
may be used at higher levels. There will be
many variations and different options of
both angle of run with ball and the position
of receiving by the support player.
A progression may be for the attackers to
eliminate a defender in a grid and move
into the next grid to eliminate a second
defender. Another progression may be to
move from grid one to shoot at goal,
making this game realistic and directional.

 

The white player starts
with the ball and
dribbles towards the
defender where they
are presented with two
options: They can
either pass to the
supporting player or
take the ball
themselves to go and
score in one of the two
corner goals.
Encourage players to
use the V cut or a
feint to commit the
defender before
either taking the ball
on themselves or
passing to their
partner.
Once completed
repeat drill with the
ball starting on the
opposite side.
_____
The player with the ball should make a positive run on an
angle to eliminate the defender as in 1 v 1 while the player
without the ball (support player) runs into space to receive a
pass and communicates they are ready to receive the pass.
If the support player is on the defender's open stick side the
pass will be square or back.
The attackers are more likely to succeed if they keep well
apart making it difficult for the defender.

Final Game

2 v 2
Notes

This game requires no keepers.
If time permits get players to pair up to form
two equal teams and finish with a half pitch
game.

 

Finish with some
small games of 2
v 2 with goals 1
stick length wide.
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